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Choose 2 websites to analyze: a site visited frequently and either a
competitor to that site or a site that you dislike. Analyze the sites for how
they make you feel and why in relation to UX and UI

The functionality of a site: labels, navigation, ease of use, readability, and
other basic functions.

The look and feel of the site or app: imagery, colors, type choices, and any
other aesthetic choices.

ANALYZE 2 WEBSITES

UX: USER EXPERIENCE

UI: USER INTERFACE

OBJECTIVE



ANALYZATION
APPROACH

Using words from feelings and needs lists, I will analyze  UX
and UI elements of my 2 websites for how they make me feel
and fulfill my needs.

_____MAKES ME FEEL_____BECAUSE MY
NEED FOR_____IS OR IS NOT BEING MET.



WEBSITE SUBJECTS

These streaming services both offer home viewing of TV series and movies as well as
produce original content for their services. While Netflix has been offering entertainment
streaming experiences for consumers since 2007,  Disney Plus only entered the marketplace
in November 2019. Speculation as to which of these brands will come out on top in the
streaming wars mostly focuses around the subject of content offerings. However, as a
subscriber to both, my feelings are highly affected by their UX and UI. At first glance the
websites for both services look strikingly similar. But the more I use Disney Plus, the more I
compare it to Netflix and find Disney Plus lacking. To help me understand why I have
developed a more positive view of Netflix in a time when Disney Plus is all the rage, I have
conducted the following FEEL/NEEDS analysis of elements from both platform's websites.

NETFLIX & DISNEY PLUS



NETFLIX WEB
ANALYSIS



1. AUTOPLAY

Netflix's autoplaying of video previews makes me feel IRRITATED
and FRAZZLED because my need for CONTROL, CHOICE, and
PEACE are not being met. I know this is just Netflix trying to get me
interested in their latest, greatest content but it startles me every
time I open my account or hover over something too long. I always
have to make sure my computer is on mute or quickly scramble to
hit the mute button when I'm on the homepage deciding what to
watch. It's a shot of adrenaline that I just don't want when I'm
looking to relax and be entertained. I know the option to turn this
feature off exists, but its in the account settings and it takes effort
and time. I wish the controls for autoplay were right on the
homepage so I'd finally get around to turning it off. Unfortunately,
I've now just conditioned myself to a log on experience of rushing
to beat the autoplay by fumbling with either my sound buttons or
the video player's while yelling, "No! No! Why do you have to play?!"

FEELINGS: Irritated & Frazzled
NEEDS: Control, Choice, & Peace



2. BUTTON CONTRAST

The contrast of Netflix's buttons makes me feel CONFIDENT and
CLEAR-HEADED because my need for DIRECTION, CLARITY, and
EASE are being met. I always know exactly how to take a desired
action on Netflix. Their button style uses contrast in color and
shape to make it stand out from the rest of the words on the page. I
never fumble around looking for the play button because it's always
red. Red is a trigger color that attracts attention. This is the reason
stop signs and stop lights are red. So, using red for the play buttons
not only draws my eye to it on a black and white page, but it also
communicates to me that the button has importance and I should
pay attention to it. Generally, the action of most importance to me
on a streaming platform is playing the content so, the play button
being red helps to meet my needs quickly.

FEELINGS: Confident & Clear-headed
NEEDS: Direction, Clarity, & Ease



3. POP OUT CONTENT   
    INFORMATION

How Netflix pops out content information under content images
makes me feel INTERESTED and EXCITED because my need for
LEARNING, UNDERSTANDING, and EASE are being met. Visuals
and titles are a great way to attract my attention to a piece of
content, but to make me interested enough to watch I always want
to know what the content is about. When I hover over the image for
a piece of content I can click an arrow to pop out an information
box to read a description, watch a preview, and find out other
information about the content. This all happens inside the page I'm
on currently so, if I don't choose to watch that content I can
seamlessly keep browsing without having to click back and wait for
my previous page to load. 

FEELINGS: Interested & Excited
NEEDS: Learning, Understanding, & Ease



4. MENU PROGRESS 
    BAR

The progress bar on Netflix's content menus makes me feel
RELAXED and RELIEVED because my need for COMMUNICATION,
PREDICTABILITY, and STRUCTURE are being met. Like many
others today, I've developed FOMO: Fear of Missing Out. As a result,
I like to know just how long things will take me. Any uncertainty
makes me anxious. So, having a progress bar as I'm clicking
through a menu of content to watch helps me know exactly how
long this task will take, relieving my anxiety about that uncertainty.
In addition, when the menu circles back to the beginning I know by
looking at the bar instead of having to remember what the first
piece of content in the menu was.

FEELINGS: Relaxed & Relieved
NEEDS: Communication, Predictability, & 
             Structure



5. GENRE DISCOVERY

How Netflix does discovery of content by genre makes me feel
CURIOUS and PLEASED because my need for EXPLORATION,
INSPIRATION, and EASE are being met. Sometimes I don't know
what I want to watch. In this case I either visit the TV Shows page
or Movies page and choose a basic genre or explore the genre
based content menus on the homepage. I may click on a movie, for
example Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory, because it sounds
good and then not want to watch it because I've already seen it. But
I can see how Netflix classifies this movie and discover a sub-genre
not available in the drop down menu on the main Movies page.
Netflix allows me to click on that genre tag and takes me to a page
to explore the related content. This is often helpful for discovering
new, pleasing content and  narrowing down what I want to watch.
There's no dead ends in Netflix's genre exploration which means I
don't have to constantly click back and start down another path.

FEELINGS: Curious & Pleased
NEEDS: Exploration, Inspiration & Ease



6. CONTENT MATCH 
    PERCENTAGES

Netflix's content match percentage feature makes me feel
EMPOWERED and SECURE because my need for GUIDANCE, for
ORDER, and TO BE UNDERSTOOD are being met. Most of the time I
want a guarantee that what I choose to watch is going to be worth
the time. But I also don't always want to watch the same things.
Showing how closely a piece of content matches my viewing tastes  
helps me feel more secure in choosing new things. It also gives me
a benchmark to compare dissimilar content I'm unfamiliar with.
Then, when new things that had a high match are enjoyable to
watch, which most of the time they are, I feel like Netflix knows me.
I tell Netflix what I like through my viewing choices and it uses that
information to empower me in my decision making.

FEELINGS: Empowered & Secure
NEEDS: Guidance, Order & To Be 
             Understood



7. IN VIDEO CONTENT 
    NAVIGATION

Netflix's offering of content navigation within video players makes
me feel APPRECIATIVE and SATISFIED because my need for EASE,
CONSIDERATION and EFFICIENCY are being met. I watch more TV
shows than movies so I'm often curious about season or episode
information. If its right before bedtime, I may not want to watch the
next episode if its a season finale because it will probably have a
cliffhanger that will compel me to keep watching and stay up too
late. Having the menu inside the video player means I can easily
satisfy my need for this information without stopping my viewing
experience or clicking back and forth between pages. By having the
menu option in the video player, Netflix is showing consideration
for my needs.

FEELINGS: Appreciative & Satisfied
NEEDS: Ease, Consideration, & Efficiency



8. RATING BUTTONS

Netflix's rating buttons make me feel INVOLVED and EMPOWERED
because my need for INCLUSION, for SELF-EXPRESSION, and TO
BE HEARD are being met. Netflix does a pretty good job guessing
my content preferences based on my viewing habits, but
sometimes I want to make sure they know what I feel. When a
piece of content is really good or really bad, I like having a recourse
for my feelings other than talking to others about it. The rating
buttons let me have a direct line to the Netflix algorithms and
shows me that Netflix cares enough about my viewing experience
to listen rather than just tell me what I like. Netflix does a lot of the
heavy lifting to decide what to suggest to me, but I can still actively
have an effect on those decisions.

FEELINGS: Involved & Empowered
NEEDS: Inclusion, Self-Expression, 
             & To Be Heard



9. SEARCH

Netflix's search function makes me feel SATISFIED and INTRIGUED
because my need for EASE, SUPPORT, and DISCOVERY are being
met. Netflix's search works great. It's the easiest way to find a
specific piece of content in their library. When I'm searching for
something to watch I often have a certain title, actor, or topic I'm
interested in. The search results are always organized logically by
titles containing my search term first followed by ones that are
related. If what I'm looking for exactly is not available, then Netflix
offers a menu of links for exploring related content that may not
have directly fit my original query, but may still satisfy. For example,
in the right image I searched for baking. On the chance I've already
watched or am uninterested in the baking shows available, it
suggests titles related to cooking. There's a lot of detail in the
search feature that supports me in finding just the right content.

FEELINGS: Satisfied & Intrigued
NEEDS: Ease, Support, & Discovery



10. WHITE SPACE

The white space on Netflix's homepage and menu pages makes me
feel FOCUSED and RELAXED because my need for SPACE,
CLARITY, and CONCENTRATION are being met. With so many
images and different font styles from the various content titles
visible at once, these pages are very busy and could be
overwhelming. However, I find that Netflix uses just enough white
space, or empty space, between the respective horizontal menus to
keep my eye focused on one strip at a time. If the space between
menus and between content image within menus were closer to the
same width my eye would perceive the images as being in a grid
instead of separate menus. With little white space between items in
the same menu its clear I'm supposed to read these like a list
whereas the images above and below are present to my eye, but
become more like decorative elements rather than things pulling
my attention and ruining my concentration.

FEELINGS: Focused & Relaxed
NEEDS: Space, Clarity, & Concentration



DISNEY PLUS
WEB ANALYSIS



1. HOMEPAGE 
    CAROUSEL

The homepage carousel on Disney Plus makes me feel
AGGRAVATED and ANXIOUS because my need for CHOICE,
CONSIDERATION, and PEACE are not being met. This carousel
moves far too fast for me to read what's on the screen, make a
decision I'm interested, and click before the image changes. Every
time I've tried to use it to go straight to content, it changes a split
second before I click. Then, I end up having to wait for a page to
load that I know I'm not interested in, click back, wait for the
homepage to load again, and navigate back to the right image in
the carousel. If this were a solitary image that changed every few
days like Netflix's header video, I'd find it a lot more useful for
discovering new content. I no longer pay attention to the carousel
because the potential for discovery isn't worth the adrenaline of
speed-reading and trying to beat the rotation with my click.

FEELINGS: Aggravated & Anxious
NEEDS: Choice, Consideration, Peace



2.CONTENT INFO 
   PLACEMENT

Disney Plus' placement of content information makes me feel
LONGING and EXHAUSTED because my need for
COMMUNICATION, EASE, and LEARNING are not being met.
Finding out what a piece of content is about is important to me.
However, Disney Plus only offer this information on a show's or
movie's individual page as seen in the image to the right. When I
find something I'm interested in watching on the homepage of a
menu I have to click, wait for a page to load, read, then click back if
the description isn't what I'm looking for. Even worse the
information button I need to click to load the info page is not
consistently on every content menu image, so sometimes I can
never access information besides the title. Clicking the content
image itself, makes the content start playing. It makes me miss
Netflix's on page placement of content descriptions.

FEELINGS: Longing & Exhausted
NEEDS: Communication, Ease, & Learning



3. NAVIGATION MENU 
    TEXT STYLE

The text style of Disney Plus' navigation menus makes me feel
LOST and INSECURE because my need for DIRECTION, CLARITY,
and DISCOVERY are not being met. The text on these menus is
pretty small and doesn't stand out to my eye very well. I can only
find the top navigation menu easily because of its common
placement at the top of the page. The dropdown navigation menus
are difficult for me to find as well. There's some color contrast, but
it's black on a dark blue background. When I was trying to
alphabetize the movie listing I was confused about how to do so
because the dropown menu was so visually unassuming. Without a
bold font or high contrast color for the text on these menus, I
hesitate and am unsure how to take the action or go about finding
the content I want. 

FEELINGS: Lost & Insecure
NEEDS: Direction, Clarity, & Discovery



4. CONTENT MENUS

Disney Plus'  content menus make me feel IRRITATED and TIRED
because my need for EASE, EFFICIENCY, and SUPPORT are not
being met. Like Netflix, Disney Plus offers horizontal, genre-based
menus on the homepage. However, these menus dead end instead
of looping around. If I've decided by the end that I like a piece of
content near a menu's beginning, I have to click all the way back
through the menu. It's time consuming, tiring, and frankly
antiquated. The menus also do not indicate length with something
like a progress bar. I find I become more impatient with these
menus, feel like I'm wasting time, and just choose something
random to watch. This often results in a less satisfying choice.
Disney offers these menus to help me find something I like to
watch, but they are not fulfilling that role. Visually they are also
more overwhelming than Netflix because of busyness from too
little white space between menus and too much between images.

FEELINGS: Irritated & Tired
NEEDS: Ease, Efficiency, & Support



5. BRAND MENU

The brand menu on Disney Plus makes me feel WARM, EXCITED,
and CONFIDENT because my need for FAMILIARITY,
ORGANIZATION, and SUPPORT are being met. Disney is one of the
most well known brands in the world, but they also own other
famous brands that have slightly different content types. It's really
helpful to have the brands up top in the homepage. If I know I'm in
the mood for something Pixar, all I have to do is click that button to
find all that brand's content. Having these brands logos visible also
makes me comfortable and confident that I'll find content I enjoy
because I hold the opinion of these brands as being reliably
entertaining. These logos tell me I'm among largely quality content,
some of which I'm known since I was a small child. My
nostalgia reaction to these logos is immediate upon seeing them.

FEELINGS: Warm, Excited, & Confident
NEEDS: Familiarity, Organization, & 
             Support



6. BRAND MENU 
    ANIMATIONS

The animations on Disney Plus' brand menu make me feel AWED
and DAZZLED because my need for JOY, CELEBRATION, and
BEAUTY is being met. When I think of Disney I think if magic. This
menu doesn't need these branded animations when you hover over
them in order to be functional, but they add that little bit of
unexpected magic in the mundane. I enjoy just hovering my mouse
over them and playing with them even if I'm not using this menu. I
think its a nice extra touch. The feeling of seeing them is similar to
watching fireworks to me. They add some of the only beauty to a
platform that I visually find very boring and utilitarian. This feature
is the only one I've seen on the platform that reminds me of why I
have a special affinity for the Disney brand. These menu buttons
don't just offer me a service, but a small Disney experience I expect.

FEELINGS: Awed & Dazzled
NEEDS: Joy, Celebration, & Beauty



7. LACK OF CONTENT 
    VIDEO PREVIEWS

Disney Plus' lack of content video previews makes me feel
LONGING, APATHETIC, and APPREHENSIVE because my need for
LEARNING, INSPIRATION, and FORESIGHT are not being met.
Content descriptions help me decide what to watch, but Disney
Plus' are either not very detailed or well written. The availability of a
trailer or preview for each content title could help me overcome this
shortcoming. Without a flavor for the style of the content I hesitate
to watch it. I want to make sure I'll like it. Disney Plus does not offer
video previews on menus or on content pages. A few titles have
one under the Extras tab on the content page, but it's
very inconsistent so, I don't make the extra effort to look. This
makes me yearn for Netflix's consistent content previews.

FEELINGS: Longing, Apathetic &   
                  Apprehensive
NEEDS: Learning, Inspiration, & Foresight



8. EPISODE INFO 
    FONT SIZE

The font size of the episode information on Disney Plus makes me
feel ANNOYED and UNSURE because my need for CLARITY,
SUPPORT, and LEARNING are not being met. I tend to watch more
series content rather than movies and I like the fun and knowledge
an episode description can offer before watching. It's impossible
for me to comfortably read the descriptions of individual episodes
on Disney Plus even with a laptop a foot from my face. I can barely
read the episode titles. For the descriptions, I have to zoom my
screen in over 100% for it to be legible then zoom back out. If the
font size cannot be increased because of space issues then the
descriptions should be shortened or at least make the text bold.
With this display the descriptions feel like an afterthought to
Disney. They are important to me, though. 

FEELINGS: Annoyed & Unsure
NEEDS: Clarity, Support, & Learning



9. TOP MENU ICONS

The icons on the top menu of Disney Plus make me feel CERTAIN
and UNDERSTOOD because my need for DIRECTION,
COMPREHENSION, and EFFICIENCY are being met. The menu
overall is too small. However, my eye gravitates to it because of the
use of icons with every menu item. The icons communicate the
purpose of their menu item to me quicker than reading would. I like
for functional features to be clear like this because it monopolizes
less time, leaving more for the important activities, in this case
watching content. I also see these icons as making the platform
more accessible. Children or individuals with certain learning or
developmental disabilities may not even have the option to read the
menu items, so the icons are necessary. That it's inclusive makes
me feel proud of my choice to subcribe and support it.

FEELINGS: Certain, Understood, & Proud
NEEDS: Efficiency, Comprehension, 
             Inclusion



10. SEARCH

Disney Plus' search feature makes me feel CONFUSED and
DISGRUNTLED because my need for SUPPORT, LOGIC, AND
DISCOVERY are not being met. I find search on Disney Plus to be
useless, even if I'm searching for something specific I know is on
the platform. Search results are not organized by any logic 
(alphabetization, production date, etc.) that I can discern.
Sometimes if I search for something not on the platform it will just
give me a blank page with no results. There is no feature
suggesting related content so its just a dead end. Other times when
I search for something not on the platform, as in the image to the
right, it comes up with bizarre, illogical results. Somehow I get The
Lion King movies when I search for "baking" but not for "cats."
Search is my go-to to save time, but on Disney Plus, its much easier
to fumble around looking for content on content menus or pages.
Its more time-consuming, but also more logical and productive.

FEELINGS: Confused & Disgruntled
NEEDS: Support, Logic, & Discovery



Netflix has all the features and functions I've come to expect as standard on
streaming services. Overall the website makes me feel UNDERSTOOD,
SUPPORTED, and RELAXED because my need for DISCOVERY, EASE, and
EFFICIENCY are being met.

Disney Plus has some good features, but it has a long way to go to catch up
to Netflix in terms of user experience and user interface. Overall, the website
makes me feel FRUSTRATED, CONFUSED, and FATIGUED because my need
for EASE, LEARNING, and DISCOVERY are not being met. 

I love Disney's content, but I find Netflix offers an experience that makes me
believe they care about providing quality rather than just riding on their name
and a legacy of content that elicits nostalgic feelings from me.

NETFLIX

DISNEY PLUS

IN COMPARISON

CONCLUSION

P O C K E T  R O C K E T  A R T  S C H O O L  B R A N D  G U I D E  F A L L  ' 2 0


